Stable high-power operation in the uv is achieved from a commercial multi-kHz diode-pumped multimode Q-switched Nd:YAG laser by fourth-harmonic generation in an external cavity. Over 640 mW at 266 nm in a TEM 00 beam and an internal conversion efficiency of 30% were obtained. A lifetime of one-billion shots at several hundred mW and a long-term power stability of Ϯ1% were recorded, demonstrating that this source has the potential of stable long-term operation using readily available components. © 1998 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0003-6951͑98͒02813-7͔
Compact all-solid-state uv lasers are potentially useful light sources for a number of high-technology applications including next-generation microlithography and optical disk texturing. A straight forward way to obtaining high-power uv is by sending the ir radiation of a diode-pumped solid-state laser through a series of harmonic generation crystals in a single-pass arrangement. However, since most diodepumped laser oscillators produce low peak power, a tight focusing is required in order to achieve high conversion. In a fully optimized optical arrangement, uv radiation at or near the watt level at 266 nm and at 213 nm have been obtained. 1 ,2 Yet, the high incident power density required by the single-pass approach and the resulting intense uv radiation caused significant thermal distortion and nonlinear absorption in the crystals and limit their usefulness. 3 We have previously reported the analysis of generating fourth-harmonic radiation of a pulsed single-longitudinalmode ir laser in an external cavity that resonates in the frequency of second-harmonic radiation and measured 39.5% ir-to-uv conversion from a few mJ of a flashlamp-pumped injection-seeded Q-switched laser. 4, 5 The main advantages of the approach are that in resonating the second-harmonic frequency it is relatively simple to couple the ir laser into the external cavity and that tight focusing is not necessary so that good transverse-mode quality can be maintained. As a result, the adverse effects that come with high uv intensity on nonlinear crystals are reduced. For this approach to be widely applicable, however, it is important that similar efficiencies can be obtained with unseeded lasers and with compact diode-pumped lasers. In this letter, we report the generation of the fourth harmonic of a commercial multi-kHz diode-pumped multimode Q-switched laser in an external cavity. Over 640 mW at 266 nm in a TEM 00 beam and an internal conversion efficiency of 30% were obtained. A lifetime ͑15% drop-off͒ of one-billion shots at several hundred mW and a long-term ͑1 h͒ power stability of Ϯ1% were recorded. Thus, this source has the potential of stable longterm operation using readily available components.
In the previous experiment, an injection-seeded singlemode ir laser was used. It was pointed out that the external cavity could be of arbitrary length and be decoupled from the pump laser as long as the cavity length was a multiple of the wavelength of the second-harmonic radiation. However, most diode-pumped solid-state lasers are multimode. It is well known from optical parametric oscillator experiments that, for multimode lasers, the frequency-mode spacing of a doubly resonant external cavity must match that of the pump laser cavity in order to obtain constructive interference of the pump radiation and the generated radiation. 6 The phenomenon of resonance enhancement in second-harmonic generation is similar since it also requires positive interference between the pump radiation and the generated secondharmonic radiation. 4, 7 The tolerance on the length of the optical cavity due to this requirement is a fraction of the coherence length of the laser, which in the case of the Nd:YAG laser is a fraction of 1 mm. While it is not easy to determine the length of a hermetically sealed commercial laser, in practice, the cavity length can be determined with high accuracy by taking the Fourier transform of the temporal profile of the laser output. This profile exhibits mode beating caused by the fluctuating phases of the output frequency modes. Their beat frequency equals exactly c/2l, where l is the optical length of the cavity. Figure 1 illustrates the configuration used in this experiment. The system was constructed on an air-suspended vibration-isolated nm. Mirrors M1-M3 were high reflecting (RϾ99.5%) at 532 nm. M1 and M2 were flat and were also high transmitting at 1064 and 266 nm, respectively. M3 had a 1 m radius of curvature. The length of the cavity was set to match that of the pump laser, which was a commercial diode-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG laser, used without modification. The diffraction-limited incident laser was focused to a waist diameter of 0.6 mm at the crystals. M3 was attached to a piezoelectric transducer ͑PZT͒ so that the cavity length could be fine tuned to an exact multiple of the second-harmonic wavelength. This fine tuning was performed using a feedforward algorithm that we developed for use with pulsed systems. In this algorithm, the cavity length was changed following each trigger pulse initially in one direction by the application of an incremental voltage ⌬V to the PZT. When the uv output was being generated, the relative amplitudes of two sequential uv pulses detected by a photodiode were determined by a microprocessor. Depending on the sign of this comparison, the direction of the PZT's movement was then adjusted by changing the sign of ⌬V at the next trigger pulse ͑feed forward͒ so as to maintain the uv amplitude at its maximum. The effective time constant of this approach depended on the trigger rate. For kHz operation, the time constant was in the ms range. Since random fluctuations caused by air movement and mechanical vibrations were slow compared to this time constant, they could be damped within a few pulses in most instances. We found that this approach worked admirably in sustaining the resonant enhancement condition for the second-harmonic radiation. The details of this servocontrol algorithm will be described in a separate publication.
8 Figure 2 depicts the uv output at 266 nm as a function of the incident ir pulse energy for two different repetition rates of the pump laser. When the cavity length was adjusted to satisfy the resonance condition, substantial enhancement in the 532 nm power, and consequently, the 266 nm power was observed. At the highest available input pulse energy of 1.18 mJ, about 0.27 mJ of uv radiation was extracted. After making corrections for surface reflections and mirror transmission losses, this gives an internal ir-uv conversion of over 30%. As shown in the inset of Fig. 2 , the conversion efficiency was quite insensitive to the input power, rising from 20% to 30% over a change of a factor of 2 in the input. But, it was beginning to level off at 30%. Our model, developed for single-mode input, predicted a conversion of 39.5%. The difference is attributed to the multimode nature of the laser, which has a poorer coherence property compared to a singlelongitudinal-mode laser.
The measured average power is shown in Fig. 3 . With the 4 mm long BBO crystal, a maximum of 560 mW was extracted at 3 kHz. This maximum power increased when a 7 mm long BBO crystal was used, reaching 640 mW at 4 kHz. At higher repetition rates the average uv output decreased even though the ir power was still gradually increasing. This was due to a decrease in the ir peak power as the repetition rate was increased. Further increase in uv power could come from improving the uv conversion at these repetition rates by using a more efficient second-harmonic generation crystal, such as a quasi-phase-matched KTP. 9 The resonance condition caused the uv pulse width to widen to 32 ns when the pump pulse width was only 27.6 ns. The output was stable, with Ͼ90% of the pulse amplitude fitting within 10% of the norm. Long-term energy stability with this setup was about Ϯ2%. We found that better stability could be obtained by using an M3 mirror with a 0.55 m radius of curvature for a trade-off of 10% less in extracted power. Figure 4 shows a histogram of the average uv power with the Rϭ0.55 m mirror in a 60 min time period using a thermopile detector that had a 20 s integration time. Figure 4 indicates that the long-term power fluctuation was ϽϮ1%. The adjustment of the cavity length to match that of the pump laser was found to have a tolerance of 0.2 mm, which was significantly less critical than the 0.05 m tolerance required to maintain the coherence enhancement.
When operating at 3 kHz, the output coupler incurred damage after about 30-40 min. This problem was diagnosed as uv damage to the fused silica substrate and was solved when the substrate of the output coupler was changed to magnesium fluoride. With this change, ϳ1 billion shots were recorded with only a 15% drop in average power. This power drop-off was recovered by moving to a new spot on the KTP crystal, indicating that, for long periods of normal operations, the BBO crystal did not incur any observable damage. The final uv intensity at the BBO crystal was less than 10 MW/cm 2 , which was more than a factor of 5 below the intensity reported in the single-pass geometry. The nonlinear absorption and thermal distortion were more moderate than in previous reports, and consequently, were not observed in this system. The well-known problem of gray tracking in KTP limited the lifetime in this experiment. An improvement to the lifetime could be achieved by replacing the KTP crystal with a more durable type, such as the LBO crystal.
In summary, we have obtained stable intense uv radiation using an external fourth-harmonic generation cavity from a laser-diode-pumped kHz Nd:YAG laser system. The external cavity permitted the use of a large beam size, which alleviates thermal problems in the harmonic generation crystals. Long-term operation of the system was obtained. Methods for further improvement to the efficiency and to the lifetime of the device have been identified.
